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Abstrac The effect of the translation operators on the chains of level subgroups of fuzzy groups was studied by the author in [6). It was observed that some properties of fuzzy groups remain invariant under translation, while 
some others do not In this paper, the author continues his investigation and
gves a cormplete characterisation of properties which remain invariant unde 

translation

1. Introduction

t 18 a generally agreed fact that fuzziness is an unavoidable feanu most hunanistic systems and it cannot be properly studied within h 

framework of classical set theory and two valued logic. Zadeh's|4 furzy cts provided the apt tool for dealing with fuzziness and onhou huma 

celered syslems and hence introduced a new era in mathemalics fuzzy Thoug 

rk 

CC ae Mome ontro versies regarding the utility and essentiality of u 
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theory, it has already developed into a theory which challenges the traditional reliance on two-valued logic and classical set theory as a basis for scientific enquiry [2]. This theory has begun to be applied in multitudes of scientific arcas ranging from engineering and computer science to medical diagnosis and social behaviour. The theory of fuzzy sets is 
, in fact, a step towards a rapproachment between the precision of classical mathematics and the pervasive imprecision of the real world [3. 

There were several attempts to fuzzify various mathematical structures. The fuzzifcation of algebraic structures was initiated by Rosenfeld[S]. He introduced the notions of fuzzy subgroupoids and fuzzy subgroups; and obtained their basic properties. Though some other treatments of fuzzy groups are available in the literature, Rosenfeld's definition seems to be the most natural and popular one. Most of the recent works on fuzzy groups follow Rosenfeld's definition. The names ofP. Bhattacharya andN. P. 
Mukherjee deserve special mention. In a series of papers, they have developed fuzzy parallels of several concepts in classical group theory and proved fuzzy generalisations of some important theorems like Lagrange's and Cayley's theorems. 

The author's work on fuzzy groups are contained in [6] to [12]. The 
cffect of the translation operators on fuzzy groups was studied in [6]. It was 
observed that some properties of fuzzy groups remain invariant under 
ranslation, while some others do not. As a continuation of this observation,
here the author gives a complete characterisation of those properties of a fuzzy 
group which remain invariant under translation.

2. Preliminaries

A Juzzy subset a of a non-empty set X is a function A:X >, where 1 
Es the closed unit interval |0,1) on the real line. We use the notations

10supremum |maximum) and infimum | minimum | respectively
roughout thi» papeT, G denotes an arbitrary multiplicative group 

a8 identity clein.ni. A fuzy subset F of G is sad to be a fuzzy 
Subgroup of G if for c very x,y 
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F(xy) A {F(x), F (y) } and F(x ") = F (x) 

It is casy to show that if F is a fuzzy subgroup of G, then 

F(c) 2 F (x), V x e G, and 
Gp {xe G: F(x) = F (e) } is a subgroup of G. 

A fuzzy subgroup F of a group G is said to be fuzzy normal if 

F(xy) F(yx), V x, y e G 

and fuzzy abelian if Gp is an abelian subgroup of G. By level cardiality ofF 
we mean | Im(F)|. 

Das[1] used Zadch's notion of level subsets to define level subgroups 
of fuzzy group. Many propertics of fuzzy groups have been characterised by 
using their level subgroups; and hence it has become one of the important 
tools used in the study of fuzzy groups. 

For any fuzzy subset A of X andt e IL 

A={x¬ X: A(x) 2 t} 

is called the level subset of A at t. We shall use the notation A, for t e R-I 
also in the following seTSe. 

P,if t>1 
A 

G, ift<0 

2.1. Proposition [1]. IfF is a fuzzy subgroup of G, then 

(b) F 15 a subgroup of G, VO srS F(e) 

(a) F p. Vi> F(e) and 

2.2. Proposition [1]. A fuzzy subset F ofG is a fuzzy subgroup ofG # : * 

subgroup of G, V 0S s (e) 
F 1s a fuzzy subgroup of G and 0< t He then F, is called tne level subgroup of F at t 
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2.3. Proposition [1]. lfF is a fuzzy subgroup of a finite grop G with Im (F) 
= {:I = 1,2, n} then { F,:i = 1.2...n} contains all level subgroup of 

F. Further, fty > 6>, then the level subgroups form a ohain. 
CF) =G; = FicF C..CFn = G 0 

The above proposition considers only fuzzy subgroups of finite 
groups. This restriction is removed in the following proposition. 

2.4. Proposition [6]. Let F be a fuzzy subgroup of an arbitrary group G with 
Im (F) = { :j eJ} and I = { F, : j eJ}, J being an rbitrary index set. 

Then 

(a) Sa unique j, ¬J such that ti, 2, Vj eJ 

(b) G es F P 
(c)G= , and 

(d) the members of Iform a chain D 

It may be observed that, in the finite case,I is the chain, of all level 
subgroups of F. But, in the general case, I need not contain all level 
subgroups of F. 

The translation operuors Ta+ and Ta. for a fuzzy subset A of a 

nonempty set X are defined as follows: 

Tar (A) (x) = A{ A(x) +a,1} 

Ta (A) (x) =A { A(x) - a, 0},VxeX, a e 
It can be casily verified that Ta+ and Ta are, in general, not inverse 

operators. That is, 

Ta[Ta+ (A)] # A and Ta+ [ Ta(A) ] A 

But Ta[ Ta(A) ] = Aal - A and 

Ta [ Ta. (A)] = A as Ana 

where A V { A (x) : xe X} and 
AAA A (x):xE X} 
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We usc the notations 

= Ta(F), F* = Ta. (F) 
and F, F for their level subgroups. 

2.5. Proposition|6]. The chain of level subgroups of F, F" and F are 
related as follows. 

CF) E (F) and C(F*)E CF) 

But if a < A{1-V{1 :j*j}, A { :j*jol} then 

cF")= CF)= C(F*) 

2.6. Proposition 16). The following are equivalent: 
Fis a fuzzy subgroup of G 

b) F is a fuzzy subgroup of G , Va el 
F is a fuzzy subgroup of G, a el O 

a) 

c) 

It follows from the above proposition that being a fuzzy subgroup is a 
translation invariant property. It can be proved that fuzzy normality also is 
translation invariant; but fuzzy abelianness is , in general, not translation 
invariant. 

3. Characterisation of translation invariant properties 

3.1 Definition. Let F be a fuzzy subgroup of a group G and P be a propeit 
oF We say that P is characterisable on level subgroups if the characlens 

of F has property P, v te [0, F (e)]. whenever F has tne function 
property P 

roup S2 iamples. It follows from proposition 2.2 that "being a fuzzy suo 
I8 operty which is characleisable om level subgroups. Fuzzy norna another obvous cx ample 
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3.3. DeMnition. A property of a fuzzy group is said to be translation invariant 

ifF has property P> all translates of F also have the property. 

3.4. Proposition. fP is a translation variant property of a fuzy subgroup, 

then Xa, has property P whenever F has it. 

Proof. Straight forward. 0 

3.5. Theorem. A property of a fuzy subgroup is translation invariant if n 
is characterisable on level subgroups. 

Proof. Necessity: Suppose P is a translation invariant property of fuzzy 

groups. We have to show that P is characterisable on level subgroups 

Let F be a fuzzysubgroup of a group G having property P. Choose teE 

[O.F(e)] arbitranily and then fix it. Consider the level subgroup F, It follows 

from proposition 2.1.(b) that Ze, fuzzy subgroup of G. We want to prove that 

has property P. 
Let B F(e) - t 

By proposition 2.6, FP is a fuzzy subgroup of G .Since F has property 

P, by the hypothesis, F also has property P. Hence, by proposition 3.4. the 

characteristic function of Gps is a fuzzy subgroup of G having property P. 

Now, 

G xeG:F(x) = F)} E 

Hence it follows that has the property P. This proves the 

ncccssary part. 

Suffic iency: Suppose P is characlerisable on level subgroups. We want to 

prove that P is translation invariant. 

Iet F be any fuzzy subgroup ol a group i havng property P. By the 

hyothesin, 1, is a fuzy subgroup of i havng property ', ViE [0, F(e) 
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Let a e [0, 1] and Fi Ta» (F) and F = Ta (F) .h fol 

proposition 2.5 that the level subgroups of Fi and F; are all or s ws from 
those of F 

.. F has property P 

has property P, Vte [0, F(¢)] 
F, has the property crisp P, Vt e [0, F(¢) | 
All level subgroups of F1 and F2 has property crisp P,t e [0.F(el Fi and F2 have property P 

. Pis translation invariant. Hence the theorem. O 
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